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Our Vision
• To promote an active and healthy community by offering increased 

participation opportunities...

by
• Providing up-to-date facilities within an easily accessible environment.

• Focussing on the key areas of; improved communication and collaboration, 
an efficient, combined administration and sharing a whole-of-community 
facility to create a welcoming “front desk” for sport and recreation in Waihi.

• Taking a collaborative approach to sponsorship, funding and marketing.

• Fostering, valuing and appreciating our volunteers.

Sport’n’Action
Waihi Trust

5 to 9 elected Trustees
+ up to 4 skill-based

appointments

User Group
2 representatives
appointed by each

member organisation

PDT Sub-Groups
• Agreements
• Funding
• Business Case
• Green Plan Refinement

Project
Development

Team (PDT)
5 skill-based
appointments

Member Organisations
Stage 1
• Optimise Morgan Park $2.4M
      Construct new netball and tennis surfaces
     Construct new bowls and croquet surfaces
     Move netball and croquet pavilions for use as temporary hub
     Construct new rugby and football fields
     Relocate skate park to ex netball court site
 

Stage 2
• Construct Hub Facility $7.1M
 Squash/gym multi-use area
 Reception area, social facilities and code operating zones
 Changing rooms, storage and toilet facilities
 Remove netball and croquet pavilions
 Car parking, roads and landscaping 

Stage 3
• Construct multi-use indoor facility (approx. only) $2.8M

Morgan Park

Waihi Events Centre
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Contributors

Sport’n’Action
Member
Organisations

WAIMATA HALL
ASSOCIATION

 
 

Badminton
Basketball
Bowls
Croquet
Dirt Track
Football
Fire Brigade
Inline Hockey
Mountain Boarding
Netball
Rugby
Rugby League
Squash
Tennis
Waihi Sports Club
Waihi RSA
Hauraki District Council

The Project
The S’n’A Trust will take a staged approach to delivering
the long term game plan. We believe this is a viable and 
practical approach to achieving our objectives. Staging of
the project will see;

 • STAGE 1 - the relocation/optimisation of playing surfaces.
 • STAGE 2 - the development of a centralised hub building.
 • STAGE 3 - an appropriate multi-use indoor facility.

This is ‘Option Green’ in the Master Plan & Feasibility Study.

The groups involved with the project acknowledge the benefits 
of consolidating Waihi’s fragmented, single-use facilities into 
a multi-sport, multi-use environment that caters to the needs 
of the entire community. It will create a place to exercise for 
health and physical well-being, as well as becoming a place
to meet and socialise with friends and family.

Establishing the Need
The Trust recognised the need for optimised facilities after extensive 
consultation with sporting codes and community organisations over a 
number of years. This need has been established through;

 • An inclusive, collaborative community consultation exercise.
 • The findings of an earlier needs analysis.
 • Visible evidence of the deteriorating state of most existing facilities.

Design Principles
We recommend the redevelopment of Morgan Park incorporates seven
essential design qualities from the Urban Design Protocol 2005 to ensure
quality community outcomes are achieved for Morgan Park and its wider
context – Waihi town and the region. The Protocol identifies; 

• Context - seeing buildings, places and spaces as part of whole towns and cities.
• Character - reflecting and enhancing the distinctive character, heritage and identity of our urban environment.
• Choice - ensuring diversity and choice for people.
• Connections - enhancing how different networks link together for people.
• Creativity - encouraging innovative and imaginative solutions.
• Custodianship - ensuring design is environmentally sustainable, safe and healthy.
• Collaboration - communicating and sharing knowledge across sectors, professions and with communities.

Potential Funding Solutions
The Trust has established a funding strategy that identifies a variety 
of potential funding streams and partnerships which include;

• Local fundraising initiatives, sponsorship and in-kind donations.
• Local cash donations via a “friends of the project” opportunity.
• Local philanthropists and local trusts.
• A naming-right sponsor and other corporate sponsorship.
• Hauraki District Council and Regional Councils.
• National and Regional Trusts.

Our fundraising campaign was launched with a generous pledge
of $270,000 from the Waimata Hall Association in July 2012.

Option Green
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Beyond Morgan Park
Morgan Park is Waihi’s outdoor sport and recreation venue.
It contains a mixture of fields, playing surfaces and 
administration buildings capable of hosting a variety of codes.

However the Trust does not view the park in isolation.

To the north, and directly across SH25, Rugby Park contains the 
clubrooms and the number one field of Waihi Athletic Rugby 
Football and Sports Union – a facility, which when supplemented 
by the playing fields of Morgan Park, caters for both local and 
regional rugby competition and training.

Indoor court and wheel sports are currently housed at the nearby 
Waihi Events Centre, providing an indoor competition and 
training venue for sports such as Netball, Basketball, Badminton, 
Volleyball, In-line Hockey and Wheelchair Basketball. It is the the 
Trusts intention to retain the Waihi Events Centre as a key part of 
the delivery of indoor court sports for the foreseeable future.

When these facilities are combined, Waihi can offer a diverse 
range of both indoor and outdoor sports to the region.

The Waihi RSA, who currently provide a club style social venue 
in the Waihi CBD, are members of the Trust and negotiations 
regarding their participation are ongoing.

The Local Setting

Key Objectives
The project has a number of key objectives that include;

 • Addressing the ongoing land settlement and maintenance 
issues experienced by many current sporting codes.

 • Fostering growth and development of all participating 
groups.

 • Offering maximum operational cost-savings.
 • Increasing revenue generating opportunities.
 • Achieving wider social and community well-being 

objectives through a variety of programmes and activities.
 • Becoming the hub of a linked network of community 

reserves providing extensive recreational and leisure 
opportunities for the whole community.

 • Going beyond compliance with respect to disabled access 
with the intention of becoming the ‘facility of choice’ for 
regional disabled sport and recreation.

Lottery Grants
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